
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS

JUDGE-CUM- SPECTAL JUDGE(POCSO) UDALGURT,

ASSAM

PRESENT: Sri Nisanta Goswami, A. J. S.
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Date of Judgment: 24-02-2022 /5")
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U/S 3661376(3) IPC r/w Sec 6 of POCSO Act r

Sec 10 of Prohibition of Child Marriage Act.

PS- Dimakuchi

\ lat^i. x*".w <_vutt . _r'V

COMPLAINANT: Sri Manu Lohar

REPRESENTED BY Mr. Rajib Sharma, Addl. PP

ACCUSED Sri Amit Tossa
S/O- Lt. Birendra Tossa, R/O- No.3
Line Dimakuchi Tea Estate,
P/S- Oimakuchi, Dist-Udalguri

REPRESENTED BY Mr. Tarun Ch. Boro

Date of Offence 29 .rr.2020

Date of FIR 01. 12 .2020

Date of Charge Sheet 3 0. 06. 202t
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Date of Framing of Charges 05.10.2021

Date of commencement of evidence 30.10 .202L

Date on which Judgment is reserved Nil

Date of Judgment 24.02.2022
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Date of the Sentencing Order, if any Nil

aAccused Details:

Rank of
the

Accused

Name
of

Accused

Date of
Arrest

Date
Release
on Bail

Offences
charyed

with

Whether
Acquitted

or
convicted

Sentence
Imposed

Period of
Detention
Undergone
during Trial
for purpose
of Sec. 428

Cr.PC

1 Amit
Tossa

14-06-
202L

05-10-
2021

3761376

rPc R/w
Sec 4 of
POCSO

Act R/W

Sec 10 of
Prohibition

of Child

Marriage

Act

Acquitted 113 days

.W
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JUDGMENT

1. The prosecution case, in brief, is that on 0t-12-2020

an FIR was lodged by one Sri Manu Lohar

Dimakuchi PS alleging therein that on 29-L1-2022

about 01:30 AM his daughter "X" (name with

(aged about thirteen years) was kidnapped by

accused, Sri Amit Tossa.

2. Based on that FIR, Dimakuchi PS Case no. 109/2020

was registered U/S 366 of IPC. Later or, Section

376(3) IPC, Sec 6 of POCSO Act and Sec 10 of

Prohibition of Child Marriage Act were added in that

case. Police started investigation and after completion

of the investigation, a charge-sheet was filed against

accused Sri Amit Tossa UIS 3661376(3) of IPC R/W

Sec 6 of POCSO Act and Sec 10 of Prohibition of Child

Marriage Act.

3. Cognizance of the offence was taken and the accused

was summoned to appear before the Court. Charges

were framed against the accused U/S 3661376(3) of

IPC, R/W Sec 6 of POCSO Act and Sec 10 of

Prohibition of Child Marriage Act. When the charges

were read over to the accused, he pleaded not guilty

and claimed to be tried. Thus, the case proceeded to

the trial stage.
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JUDGMENT

The prosecution case, in brief, is that on 01-12-2020

an FIR was lodged by one Sri Manu Lohar at

Dimakuchi PS alleging therein that on 29-lI-2022 ,\
about 01:30 AM his daughter "X" (name with

(aged about thirteen years) was kidnapped by

accused, Sri Amit Tossa.

2. Based on that FIR, Dimakuchi PS Case no. 109/2020

was registered U/S 366 of IPC. Later ofl, Section

376(3) IPC, Sec 6 of POCSO Act and Sec 10 of

Prohibition of Child Marriage Act were added in that

case. Police started investigation and after completion

of the investigation, a charge-sheet was filed against

accused Sri Amit Tossa U/S 366/376(3) of IPC R/W

Sec 6 of POCSO Act and Sec 10 of Prohibition of Child

Marriage Act.

3. Cognizance of the offence was taken and the accused

was summoned to appear before the Court. Charges

were framed against the accused U/S 3661376(3) of

IPC, R/W Sec 6 of POCSO Act and Sec 10 of

Prohibition of Child Marriage Act. When the charges

were read over to the accused, he pleaded not guilty

and claimed to be tried. Thus, the case proceeded to

the trial stage.
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4. During the course of the trial, the prosecution side

adduced evidence of six witnesses. The accused

person was examined U/S 313 of Cr.P.C. The defence

has not adduced any evidence,

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION :

5. The following are the points for determination in this

case:

i. Whether the accused, on 29-1L-2020 at Dimakuchi

tea estate, kidnapped the victim girl with the

intention to compel her to marry any person

against her will or force or seduce her to illicit

intercourse?

ii. Whether the accused committed rape of the victim

girl, who was under sixteen years of age at the

time of the incident?

iii.Whether the accused person committed aggravated

penetrative sexual assault upon the victim girl, who

was a child within the meaning of the POCSO Act?

iv. Whether the accused performed marriage with the

victim girl, who was a child within the meaning of

the Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, 2006?
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POINTS DECIDED AND REASONS THEREOF:

6. For the sake of convenience and brevity, all the

points have been taken up together for discussion.

7. PW-l t'X" is the victim of this case. She has stated

that the informant is her father and the accused Amit

Tossa is her husband. The occurrence took place in

the year 2020. On that day, the PW-1 went with the

accused since there was a love affair between them.

One day in the month of November, "X" willingly

went with the accused. At that time she was aged

about nineteen years. Now she has been staying

with the accused. The PW-l has also exhibited her

statement recorded in the Court as Ext-l, In her

cross-examination she has stated that the accused

had not forcibly taken her and he never forced her to

get married with him.

B. The evidence of PW-l has also been corroborated by

her statement recorded uls L64 of Cr.P.C., marked

as Ext-l. In Ext-l the victim girl had stated that her

age was nineteen years, that she had a love affair

with the accused for about two years and that on the

day of the occurrence she voluntarily went with the

accused and married him. The investigating.officer of

this case (PW-6) has also exhibited a marriage

certificate of the accused with the victim girl and has
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marked the same as Material Ext-2. This marriage

certificate was issued by the marriage office of

Udalguri on 1B-01 -2021.

9. PW-2 Sri Manu Lohar was the informant. He has

stated that *X' is his daughter. presently his

daughter has been staying with the accused as his

wife and they have a child. At the time of the

incident his daughter was aged about 19 years. Ext-2

is the ejahar. PW-3 Sri Ajay Tanti has also stated

that presently the victim girl is staying with the

accused.

10. PW-4 Smt. Mungamati Das has also stated that

the victim girl is presently staying with the accused.

She has heard that the accused and the victim girl

got married and the victim has also given birth to a
child.

11. PW-5 Dr. Raisumai Daimary was the medical

officer of Udalguri PHE and she examined the victim

"X" on 05-02-2021. The victim refused to undergo

medical examination. Accordingly the pW-5

submitted her report and exhibited the same as Ext-

3.

12.The evidences of the victim girl, the informant and

the other three independent witnesses squarely
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suggest that the victim girl voluntarily eloped with the

accused, namely, Amit Tossa on the relevant day and

thereafter they got married. Their marriage was also

registered by the Marriage Officer, Udalguri. Presently

both the accused and the victim have been living

together as husband and wife and out of their

wedlock a child is born. Though it was alleged that

the accused had kidnapped the victim girl and

committed rape upon her; the material on record

does not lead us to such a conclusion. The

prosecution has failed to prove their case against the

accused beyond reasonable doubt.

ORDER

13.In the result, accused Sri Amit Tossa is acquitted and

set at liberty forthwith.

14.The bail bond furnished by the accused shall remain

in force for another six (6) months, in accordance

with the Provision of Section 437A of Cr.P,C.

15. Given under my hand and

24th day of Februa ry, 2022.

seal of this Court on this

@,
(Nisanta Goswami)

Addl. Sessions Judge-cum-
Special Judse (POCSO)' SoecralJudS Udalguri

UdalEn
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-LrsT oF pRosEcuTroN/ pEFEtycE{ 
SOURT WTTNESSES

A. Prosecution:

B. Defence Witnesses, if any:

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE

NiI

C. Coult Witnesses, if any:

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE

NIL

LIST OF PROSECUTION /DEFENCE/COURT EXHIBITS

A. Prosecution:

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE

PW.1 \\X"
Victim

PW.2 Sri Manu Lohar Informant

PW-3 Sri Ajay Tanti Other Witness

PW.4 Smtl. Mungamati Das Other Witness

PW.5 Dr. Raisumai Daimary Medical Witness

PW-5 Sri Ritupal Saikia Police Witness

Exhibit Number

Statement U/S 164 Cr.P.C.

Ext.2lPW-2
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1 Ext. UPW-1

2 FIR
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Ext.3/PW-5 Medical Requisition

Ext.5/PW-6 Seizure-list
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B. Defence:

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description

Nit

C. Court Exhibits:

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description

NIL

D. Material Object:

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description
1 MO-1 School Certificate

2 MO-2 Marriage Certificate

,(L,lr'-ilrt |*mt
(Nisant}-Goswami) ' '

Addl. Sessions Judge-cum-
Special Judge (POCSO)
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4 Ext.4/PW-6 Sketch-map

5

6 Ext.6/PW-6 Seizure-list ffiH
7 Ext.7/PW-6 Seizure-list {/i{ S.m
B Ext.B/PW-6


